
 The management system assisting Anaesthetists and  
Pain Management practitioners nationwide.

Streamline the administrative and clinical processes and achieve a 
standard of excellence. On entering patient details once only, you can 
generate the Informed Financial Consent, convert to Invoice and direct 
bill Medicare Australia and others in a simplified and systemised manner.

Consistently making medical billing easy and quick with built-in rules 
and real time eligibility checking, other features include the ability to 
integrate with your Accounting Application. 

Adhering to all variations of workflow within a modern practice, Direct 
CONTROL support and backup is an integral feature to the success of its 
overall operation. Restructuring your workflow with Direct CONTROL 
will guarantee to provide remarkable results, enabling you to grow your 
business without the need for extra staff.

Unlock your potential and 
get into Direct CONTROL 
for your business and 
clinical needs.
Direct CONTROL is a stand-alone PAS and EMR providing 
interoperability with upstream and downstream 
applications. Unparalleled Industry Knowledge across all 
sectors built with input from Providers and their Staff.  
A business management and clinical solution meeting your 
needs today and into the future.

We challenged everything we knew about 
anaesthetic billing when we changed over to Direct 
CONTROL. We restructured our workflow and the 
results have been remarkable. Direct CONTROL has 
completely changed what we do and how we do it 
for the better. 
Anaesthetists 35+, SA.

Excellence in Medical Software and Services.

Take CONTROL over 
your business and 
improve cash flow. 



CONNECT DIRECT Pty Ltd  ABN 98 121 700 605 

support@directcontrol.com.au
1300 557 550  www.directcontrol.com.au

Direct CONTROL allows you to focus on what you do best… patient care. 
Call us today on 1300 557 550 to arrange a free product demonstration.

 Direct CONNECT is a specialised web service that can be managed 
on your mobile, tablet or desktop. 

The user-friendly design of Direct CONTROL is extended to Direct 
CONNECT, giving you access to an array of services that promise to keep 
your business functioning at optimal levels, even when you step out. 
Wherever you are, you will be able to stay updated and connected.

Functions within Direct CONNECT are almost limitless for a web service, 
including built-in features specifically designed for Anaesthetists, 
Assistants in Surgery, Surgeons, Physicians and others. 

Install locally or in the Cloud offering both desktop and browser access. 
You have the best of both.

On the go?  With Direct CONNECT, you can stay in  
Direct CONTROL.

�� Anaesthetic and Pain Management (no need for two applications)
�� Your own dedicated SQL database (not a shared application)
�� Desktop and Browser based
�� Install locally or in the Cloud
�� Electronic Medical Record with MyOnlineClinic
�� Facilitates Telehealth Consultations
�� Easy Communication Workflow for Clinical Notes and Reporting
�� Import Theatre Lists
�� Online Eligibility Checks and Verifications
�� Generate Informed Financial Consent (IFC)
�� Take Prepayments
�� Convert IFC to Invoice
��Medicare Online Claiming
�� Automated Fee Updates
�� Export to MYOB, XERO or other
�� Standard Procedure mapping for quick generation of transactions
�� Direct CONNECT for browser access from any device 
�� Health Record can be viewed online

Keep your finger on the pulse 
of your business

Direct CONTROL is suitable for all medical disciplines to 
include Anaesthetics and Pain Management applying 
necessary billing rules.


